WORK ENVIRONMENTS:
MAINTAINING
OPERATIONS AND
RESTART
PREPARING PEOPLE, PROJECTS AND
IT FOR THE TIME DURING AND AFTER
THE CORONAVIRUS CRISIS.

HOW WELL ARE YOU POSITIONED FOR THE DURATION
OF THE PANDEMIC AND AFTER?
> Is everybody fully informed, communication channels
established, responsibilities defined, and next steps
planned?
> Are your managers in a position to successfully lead
their staff in the virtual realm?
> Do you have virtual leaders in the company who can
communicate well online and moderate professionally
in virtual environments?
> Were you able to quickly deploy, adapt and implement
processes, work resources and IT systems – especially
for mobile/home office work – in a manner that is secure
and meets requirements?
> Has your existing IT infrastructure coped with the increased
demands on performance (including greatly increased
data transfer) and security (in particular, reliability, data
protection, and protection against cyberattacks)?
> Have you been able to rely on the results of regular IT
emergency exercises?

> Do you have an overview of the status of your current
real estate projects: Schedule delays? Cost overruns?
Contractual implications?
> Do you have viable concepts for shutdown, vacant
buildings, and recommissioning?
> “How much office space do we still need?” – Subject
your infrastructure to critical review: Will your premises
meet your post-crisis needs?
Can you answer ‘yes’ to all of the above questions?
Or do you need more information? Let’s have a virtual
cup of coffee together and we’ll answer your questions.
We are here to help!
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THESE ARE THE TOPICS YOU SHOULD NOW
HAVE ON YOUR RADAR

Organization

(Construction)
projects

People (teams,
communication,
moderation)

Leadership and
management

Workplace

IT and virtual
space

SHUT YOUR EYES AND HOPE FOR THE BEST?
Flying blind in a crisis can have disastrous consequences. But people who face the challenges with vision can emerge
all the stronger. An integrated approach is required to chart a course into the future. Whether you face shutdown,
maintaining operations, or a restart. Drees & Sommer, Intargia and Strasser & Strasser work together to guide you
safely through the crisis with solutions in the dimensions of people, projects and IT.

HOW WE GUIDE YOU THROUGH THE CRISIS AND CREATE
THE BASIS FOR THE TIME THEREAFTER
STAGE 1: INITIAL
CONSULTATION

STAGE 2: CLOSER LOOK WITH DEEP SCAN
3 DIMENSIONS

STAGE 3: SUPPORT
Virtual moderation
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Remote leadership

DEEP SCAN

Virtual communication structures

>>

Shutdown – Vacant building – Restart
Purchase / Sale

PROJECT
Employee safety
Vidoeconference/telephone
call with Drees & Sommer
consultant

Vidoeconference/telephone
call with expert team

Sustainability

Site consolidation and restructuring
Digital Future / Next Generation Workplace
Future Workplace & Digital Workstyle
360° IT Health Check

IT (Project) Crisis Advisory

S4GI – Save for Growth and Innovation
In continuous exchange and in (virtual) collaboration with your
Drees & Sommer consultant or expert team
Address specific topics, find and implement solutions
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READY FOR A NEW NORMAL IN THE DIMENSIONS
OF PEOPLE, IT AND PROJECTS!
CRISIS-PROOF MANAGEMENT OF CONSTRUCTION
PROJECTS AND PROPERTIES
In a crisis, business as usual is suddenly no longer possible. Projects need to be reprioritized and new questions
arise every day about ongoing or planned projects and
established buildings. The fact that many measures can
only be undertaken in the digital realm only adds to the
difficulties. Now is the time to make the right decisions.
We relieve you of key tasks and support you with simple,
quick-to-implement solutions covering all aspects of your
construction projects and properties, ensuring you have
the right concepts for the future.
FLEXIBLE AND SECURE DESIGN OF IT INFRASTRUCTURE
AND PROCESSES
IT landscapes have to be able to adapt quickly and flexibly
to new processes. Measures need to be carefully examined to correctly assess the complexity of IT infrastructure
and avoid causing system failures through quick fixes.
We help you keep track of all relevant aspects of IT, and
advise you on future-proof digital process solutions.

UNDERSTANDING PEOPLE AND THEIR NEEDS
The need for information and orientation is particularly
great in times of crisis. Despite the spatial separation,
managers must stay in touch with their teams and maintain the bond of trust. Collaboration between employees
and the sense of community have an even greater influence on their wellbeing and performance. We ensure the
creation of resilient (virtual) communication structures
that meet the employees’ needs. We work with you to
answer the following questions: What have we practiced
during the crisis and what have learnt from it? What aspects do we want to keep? And what will the new normal
look like?
WE ARE AT YOUR SIDE
Drees & Sommer, Intargia and Strasser & Strasser:
We are pooling our expertise to help you successfully
navigate the challenges of the current coronavirus crisis
and equip you for the time thereafter. As experts in
change, leadership, communication and management,
construction and real estate projects – and with IT and
digitization specialists – we are people to help you!

Your contact for future-safe work environments: futureworkplace@dreso.com
Working together for future-safe work environments –
now and after the pandemic!
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